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Abstract
We give a solution for the HDT0L sequence equivalence problem which uses Hilbert’s Basis
Theorem but avoids the use of Makanin’s algorithm or Hall’s results about metabelian groups.
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An instance of the HDT0L sequence equivalence problem consists of nite alphabets
 and , two words w1; w2 2, morphisms hj; gj :!; 16j6n, and morphisms
h; g :!. To solve the problem we have to determine whether or not
hhik : : : hi1 (w1) = ggik : : : gi1 (w2)
holds true for all k>0; 16i1; : : : ; ik6n. This problem is known to be decidable.
Theorem 1. The HDT0L sequence equivalence problem is decidable.
Theorem 1 is due to Culik II and Karhumaki [2]. The proof is based on Ehrenfeucht’s
Conjecture and Makanin’s algorithm. A dierent proof was given in Ruohonen [4] by
using the theory of metabelian groups. In this note we give a proof which uses ideas
from both of these solutions but succeeds in avoiding the use of Makanin’s algorithm
and Hall’s results about metabelian groups. Indeed, our proof below is essentially
self-contained and can be presented in full in a few pages. The proof uses Hilbert’s
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Basis Theorem which can very easily be proved from rst principles (see, e.g., [1] or
[5]).
We proceed to prove Theorem 1. First we recall some facts from the proof of
Ehrenfeucht’s Conjecture. We use the approach in Harju and Karhumaki [3] where all
details omitted below can be found.
Let SL(2;N) denote the special linear monoid consisting of the matrices M 2N22
such that det(M)= 1. By Lemma 6:1 in [3] the morphism  : fa; bg!SL(2;N) de-
ned by
(a) =

1 1
0 1

and (b) =

1 0
1 1

is an isomorphism. Suppose X = fx1; x2; : : : ; xkg is a set of word variables. For each
xi 2X introduce four new integer variables xij; 16j64, and denote X = fxij j 16i6k;
16j64g. Furthermore, for each i=1; 2; : : : ; k, dene
Xi =

xi1 xi2
xi3 xi4

and let M( X ) be the submonoid of the matrix monoid Z[ X ]22 generated by the
matrices X1; X2; : : : ; Xk . By Lemma 6:2 in [3] the monoid morphism ’ :X !M( X )
dened by
’(xi) = Xi;
16i6k, is an isomorphism. Let
W = fW jW is a set of word equations over X g
and
I = fI j I is an ideal of Z[ X ]g:
Lemma 1. There is a mapping which associates to each W 2W an ideal I(W )2I
such that if I(W1)= I(W2) for W1; W2 2W then W1 and W2 have the same solutions.
Proof. For a word w2X  denote
’(w) =

Pw1 Pw2
Pw3 Pw4

;
where Pwj 2Z[ X ]; 16j64. If u= v is a word equation over X , dene the set I(u; v)
Z[ X ] by
I(u; v) = fPuj − Pvj j 16j64g [ fxt1xt4 − xt2xt3 − 1 j 16t6kg:
If W 2W, let I(W ) be the ideal of Z[ X ] generated by the set[
u=v2W
I(u; v):
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Let now h :X ! be a morphism where = fa; bg and let h :M( X )!SL(2;N)
be a monoid morphism such that h= h’. Dene the mapping h0 : X !N by
h(Xi) =

h0(xi1) h0(xi2)
h0(xi3) h0(xi4)

;
16i6k. The mapping h0 extends in a unique way to a ring morphism h0 :Z[ X ]!Z.
Now, suppose u; v2X . Then we have h(u)= h(v) if and only if h0(P)= 0 for all
P 2 I(u; v) (see [3]). Consequently, h is a solution of W 2W if and only if h0(P)= 0
for all P 2 I(W ). Suppose that W1; W2 2W and I(W1)= I(W2). Then h is a solution of
W1 if and only if h is a solution of W2. This implies that W1 and W2 have the same
solutions.
The following lemma makes it possible to avoid the use of Makanin’s algorithm.
Lemma 2. Suppose Wj; j>1; are nite sets of word equations over X such that
W1W2   Wj Wj+1    :
Then one can eectively nd an integer n such that Wn and Wn+1 are equivalent.
Proof. We have
I(W1) I(W2)    I(Wj) I(Wj+1)    :
By Hilbert’s Basis Theorem we have
I(Wm) = I(Wm+1) =   
for some m>1. Now if
I(Wj+1) I(Wj);
we can verify this by showing that all generators of I(Wj+1) belong to I(Wj). (Here it
is essential that we have explicitly the generators of both ideals.) Therefore we proceed
as follows. We try to show that I(Wj+1) I(Wj) for all consecutive integers j>1 until
we succeed in nding an integer n such that I(Wn+1) I(Wn). Then I(Wn+1)= I(Wn)
and Lemma 1 implies that Wn and Wn+1 are equivalent.
A reader familiar with computational algebraic geometry and commutative algebra
will notice that to obtain a practical algorithm for Lemma 2, it is advisable to regard
I(W ) as ideals of Q[ X ] and apply Grobner bases. However, Grobner bases are not
needed to prove the decidability stated in Lemma 2.
To conclude the proof of Theorem 1 it suces to show that for any word w2
and any set H = fh1; : : : ; htg of endomorphisms of , a test set of H(w) can be
eectively found. For an integer s>0, denote
H6s(w) = fhik : : : hi1 (w) j 06k6s; 16i1; : : : ; ik6tg:
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Now, let = f  j 2g be a new alphabet. For j>1, denote
Wj = fu = u j u 2 H6j(w)g:
Then Lemma 2 implies the eective existence of an integer n such that Wn and Wn+1
are equivalent. It follows that H6n(w) is a test set of H6n+1(w). But then H6n(w) is
a test set of H(w). This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.
As a special case of Theorem 1 we obtain also a solution of the D0L sequence
equivalence problem which uses Hilbert’s Basis Theorem but avoids Makanin’s algo-
rithm.
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